
1st May 2014

Ms Lauren Mesiti
Committee Clerk

Public Administration Committee

Legislative Council
Parliament House, GPO Box All
PERTH, WA6837

Dear Ms Mesiti,

Re:Inquiry into the Patient Assisted Travelscheme

Please find attached the submission for lodgement to the Standing Committee on
Public Administration from the Cancer Council WA

Yours sincerely,

Sandy MCKiernan
Cancer Information & Support Services Director
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nqu ry nto the Patien Ass s ed T ave Scheme (PATS)

It is well understood that a cancer diagnosis and its subsequent treatments have both a
physical and emotional impact upon the person diagnosed, their immediate family and
friends. Cancer CouncilWA provides a range of services and programs throughout Western
Australia that empower cancer patients and theirfamilies to gain knowledge and emotional
support, practical and financial assistance in times of hardship and improve their physical
and psychological recovery.

As a large provider of non-commercial accommodation for regional West Australians who
are required to travel to Perth for cancer care, Cancer Council WA is in a somewhat unique
position to provide wellinformed comment in relation to the Patient Assisted Travel Scheme
(PATS) and ways it can be improved for people living in regional and remote Western
Australia. We now write to formally express those views in submission to the Standing
Committee on Public Administration - Inquiry into the Patient Assisted Travel Scheme.

Cancer Council WA welcomes the opportunity to speak to the most pressing issues for
regional and remote Western Australians who are required to travellong distances for
health care which is not available in their local community. Some of the issues that are
evident include inadequate allowance for those suffering financial hardship, inadequate
rates of fuel and accommodation assistance fortravel, limited flexibility for those outside of
the eligibility criteria, inadequate access to allied health services, an inconsistent
application of criteria and lack of an appeals mechanism.

In order to provide recent experiential data in respect of the terms of reference of the
inquiry, Cancer Council WA undertook a brief survey of our Guests (country cancer patients
and their carers) regarding their understanding of and experiences in, accessing PATS.
Fifty-one guests staying between April 7'' and April 11'' 2014 were surveyed about their
PATS experience. Participants of the survey were from a number of towns across Western
Australia, and included both cancer patients and their carers. The examples cited in this
submission are drawn from these surveys and additional information gathered from our
accommodation staff and our regional Cancer Support Coordinators located in the
Midwest, Wheatbelt, PeeVRockingham, South West and Great Southern.

s PATS adequate?

The Patient Assisted Travel Scheme, first made available more than thirty years ago, is no
doubt a valuable support to regional people requiring medical care away from home. Last
reviewed in WA in 2008, with a substantial injection in funds from the Royalties for Regions
scheme more regional people affected by cancer have had improved levels of support to
access specialist medical care. However, much of the administrative process, which places
the on us on the patient to prove his or her need and a high level of documentary evidence
to support a claim, continues to be burdensome to those who are already suffering a high
degree of physical and emotional distress.

In 2009, 2400 regional and remote residents of Western Australia were diagnosed with a
malignancy. For a considerable proportion of these patients the treatment they require must
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be undertaken in centralised specialist treatment centres and therefore will necessitate
considerable travel. A recent study commissioned by Cancer Council WA estimates that 83
000 West Australians are living with cancer. Using the 2011 ABS figures that 22% of the
population of WA resides outside of Perth Metro, it can be estimated that of these 83 000
people, 18 260 are living in regional WA and a number of these people will need repeat
treatments which requires significanttravel.

Despite a number of national and state based reviews overthe last decade, there continues
to be vast differences in rates of subsidy and eligibility criteria across Australia. Whilst for
some time WA has had higher rates of subsidy, there is still a large gap between the true
cost of accommodation and travel and the rate of support.

a) Levels of Fundng

Accommodation

Although we did not interrogate the SOCio economic status of the survey respondents, there
is growing recognition of increasing out of pocket expenses for cancer patients, many of
whom are elderly and rely solely on aged pensions. Most patients understand that PATS is
a subsidy and will only provide part cost of their requirements, however 51% of
respondents believed that commercial accommodation is often out of theirreach ifthey are
unable to stay in accommodation provided by Cancer Council WA or other supported
accommodation locations (Leukaemia Foundation)

"Very lucky to have access to Crawford Lodge - otherwise accommodation in
Perth exceeds the $60funding"- C ricerPat, ent

"Ifyou can't getinto Lodge accommodation around Perth is more than $770
pernight to $250ifyouare lucky to getin. Have hadlarge expenses before and
taxis when iyou are) not welfare expensive for country travellers too M to get
public transport"- Cancer PatientKalgoorl, e

The current accommodation subsidy continues to fall far short of the actual cost of
commercial accommodation in the Perth GBD, and in many instances is less than halfthe
nightly rate of commercial enterprise. Low cost accommodation options are few, have
limited availability and many do not have appropriate facilities for people undergoing cancer
therapies. Cancer treatment may often leave patients jinmunosuppressed and vulnerable to
infection and during these times shared facilities should be avoided. Increasingly low cost
commercial options are not available during peak periods, especially when high profile
events are being held in Perth e. g. concerts, sporting events.

Of the current listings on the WA Country Health Website Resource and Accommodation
options htt ://WWW. wacount .health. wa. ov. au/index. h ?id=630 , those close to RPH,
SCGH or PMH, list average night accommodation for two starting at $135 for motel style
accommodation, with higher rates for apartment style with cooking facilities. In our survey
patients reported this cost information to be out of date and identified that the options
listed were limited in their facilities.

'iAccommodation elsewhere is much more costly. Getting accommodation
elsewhere is very difficult. Last minute bookings for accommodation is very
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difficult. Last minute o0kings for accommodation is very hard to fin . Hours
on the coin utertryingto findsomet ingaffordable" Cancer Pat, ent Torn
Price

Cancer Council WA's Country Patient Accommodation - Crawford and Milroy Lodges,
operate at more than 85% occupancy throughoutthe year and provides assistance for(up
to) 140 people per night. In the 2012-2013 financial year, our combined lodges
accommodated 2371 cancer patients and a further 1663 carers (total of 4034 people). Of
the 2371 cancer patients 697 were new to our service with the remaining 1674 admissions
were return visits. Currently, average length of stay is 11 nights however those attending for
radiotherapy treatment can expect up to a six weeks stay. Cancer Council WA does on
occasion provide accommodation assistance long term and in 2013 supported one cancer
patient and his carer for a continuous stay often months.

Cancer Council WA has a policy of not increasing the financial burden of cancer and aims
to minimise out of pocket expenses for our services. Most of our programs are free or
heavily subsidised, with the short fall in costs being covered by community donations.
Subsequently our nightly rates mirrorthe current PATS reimbursement, $60 per single and
$75 per couple, regardless of the cost of delivering the service. Our service delivers a high
quality, supported environment with regular room cleaning, continental breakfasts, daily
transport to treatment as well as a range of social and peer support programs. With
increasing staff costs, building maintenance, catering expenses and vehicle operations,
unless the accommodation subsidy is raised regularly, we will need to allocate an
increasing proportion of our community donations to ensure the continuity of our much
needed accommodation service.

Transport

Whilst examining travel reimbursement, our guests strongly believed that vehicle travel
reimbursements have not kept pace with current motor vehicle and fuel costs. The current
Australian Tax Office vehicle allowance claim for business purposes ranges from 63
75cents per kin for(dependent on engine size) Current PATS rates of 16 cents per kin is at
best one quarter of current ATO recognised cost. Despite the factthat PATS are designed
as a subsidy and not a fullreimbursement, 16 cents is seen as grossly inadequate given the
cost of fuel and the factthe patient is using their own vehicle.

"... ICOuldnot drive to Perth andback 7200km on 76cperkm"- Cancer Patient

"It needs more funding to cover extra travelling to and from places of
treatment for country patients. Pert is too expensive for pensioners"- Cancer
P t, ent

Our guest survey indicated that most patients (68%) seek reimbursement for travel on
return home, however in cases of airtravelthis is booked and paid by the PATS staff in the
region. Guests reported some instances of communication breakdown occurring in this
process e. g. confirmation of bookings had to be followed up by the patient and one
instance bookings did not match appointment days. Guest also reported waiting up to three
days for confirmation that flights would be covered by PATS even in instances when their
treatment/'care appointment was in the very near future.

"My accommodation didn't match my flightitinerary"- Cancer Patient
Page 3 of I, .



Travel support of a $20 allowance is available forthose that reside between 70 and lookm
from their treatment centre. Although this does provide some support, for once off visits,
many patients may be required to travelthese distances daily for up to six weeks of
radiotherapy. One patient's travel estimate was over 5500km during her treatment placing a
large strain on her financially, physically and emotionally. In other states, where patients live
inside of PATS distance limits, calculation of weekly travel of 250km or more will enable
eligibility. This increase would significantly reduce burden to cancer patients who currently
struggle with continuous travel.

Recommendations

. PATSaccommodation subsidybe increased to $75persingleand$90percouple

o Travelreimbursementto increase to 35 cents perkm

. Accommodation and travel eligibility criteria to include a weekly maximum travel
distance of 250km ormore

istonce

In 2008, changes to eligibility criteria for people diagnosed with cancer and increased
support for carers were much welcomed. Unfortunately however the system is often
criticised for not ensuring all people who are eligible are aware of what the criteria are, and
how they can access the scheme.

Of our guests surveyed, 79% were aware of the current eligibility criteria at the time of
application, however 21% were not sure of what these criteria constituted. Forthose who
stated they "understood the criteria" some comments received indicated that this was not
necessarily the case.

In recent years, we have seen increased federal funding to establish cancer services in
regional WA, reporting to be reducing the burden of traveling to treatment for a proportion
of Western Australians. Cancer Council WA advocates for care close to home where it is

firstly safe and efficacious to do so, with appropriate skilled workforce and service provision
and secondly, where the financial burden to the patient is not increased.

Increased cancer services in Bunbury, Albany, Geraldton and Kalgoorlie now provide
access to a range of services that previously were only available in Perth. However for
those not residing directly in those regional centers, the "over lookm to nearest treatment
centre" criteria will still apply, thus rendering a large number of patients ineligible for PATS
support. For many, particularly those on low income pensions or reduced income through
their illness, the cost of travel can be irisurmountable. Over the last three years, Cancer
Council WA has seen a rise of 10.5% in applications for fuel card financial assistance with a
large proportion of these being from the south west towns feeding into Bunbury cancer
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services. Those who are between 70 and lookm are eligible for single $20 subsidy
however, as evidenced by our survey results, the administration process can be
burdensome and confusing:

Often for shorter trips to regional centre we don't claim" - Cancer Carer
Boyu Brook

"Di not no

Patient Bun

"I commenced radiotherapy in early May and envisage going back to farm
each weekend for 7 weeks. This is close to 0000 in of travel. Is this eligible or
only the 1st and last return eligible" - Cancer Patient OnIenu

Persons residing in Toodyay and Mandurah continue to be burdened with increased
financial costs due to both being just less than lookm from the treatment centres. Although
we understand a limit does need to be in place to date there has been no opportunity for
some patients to access 'exceptional circumstances' decisions. One such instance is Mrs

ICOuldbe reimbursedoutside of CrewfordHouse" - Cancer

ury

After initial surgery for breast cancer in 2072, Mrs G was required to attend dally
radiotherapy in Perth for six weeks- a round trfy> of 796km per day, 5880kms over
the 6 weeks. Mrs G's husband had ongoing back and shoulder pain problems that
left him unable to drive long distances and Mrs G herself did not hold a drivers
licence. Living at 95kms from Royal Perth Hospital, her appffcation for assistance
was denied and her plea for exceptional circumstances ignored. Mrs G explored
many avenues to enable her to get to treatment, as she had a sound understanding
that without radiotherapy the risk of her cancer recurrence was high. Fortunately, in
her case she sought frhancialhardshjp support with Cancer Council WA and stayed
in our accommodatibn facility at no cost.

Evidence suggests that other patients facing such circumstances have opted out of
treatment, potentially increasing their risk of cancer recurrence and placing a larger burden
long term on health care services. Increasingly, Cancer Council WA is approached to
reduce or waive accommodation fees forthose who are ineligible for PATS assistance. In
the 2012-2013 financial year, we provided short term assistance equal to more than 80
nights single person accommodation.

Allied eolthSe ices

Currently PATS does not provide assistance for allied health services; this includes dental,
physiotherapy, ophthalmology, speech therapy, occupational therapy and mental health
services including counselling and psychology services. For many cancers there is
significant need for allied health services both during cancer treatment and in the recovery
phase from treatment. These valuable services can reduce deconditioning of the patient,
support recovery and prevent complications that may arise from the treatment itself.

Although many large regional centres will have dentists and physiotherapists, few have
cancer experienced allied health providers. Such cancer specific care can be integral to
successful long term outcomes and in some instances impact upon survivorship. Access to
multidisciplinary cancer care improves patient outcomes, reduces in patient admissions and
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which reduces the overall cost of cancer care to the community. Of high risk are those
diagnosed with a Head and Neck Cancer where there is a high degree of morbidity
associated with poor dentition in particular, with radiotherapy often causing speech and
swallowing challenges forthese patients.

Clinical Trials

In past and current iterations of eligibility criteria, participation in clinical trials has not been
supported with PATS assistance. Clinical trials are an important step in developing potential
cures, improved treatment modalities and new and noveltherapies. Current participation of
adult cancer patients in clinical trials is estimated to be less than ten percent in WA. PATS
support for regional cancer patients to participate should be included in eligibility criteria

Recommendations

Accommodation and travel eligibility criteria to include a weekly maximum travel
distance of 250km ormore

Expansion of services covered to include the allied health where indicated and
directly linked to cancer treatments andimprovedoutcomes

PATS support for regional cancer patients to participate in clinicaltri^Is.

into the future

Although reform in 2009 improved this process, it is still apparent that the application, proof
of visit and reimbursement process continues to be experienced as onerous and slow for
some patients and unnecessarily complicated by some health professionals. 40 % of our
guests surveyed identified that getting the first PATS application right was problematic and
that support and assistance was required to fulfilthe documentation, with a further 12%
giving up altogether.

Additionally those who reported difficulties with the process identified that information
provided by their PATS clerk or GP was not always easy to understand, and information
provided by GP's were sometimes incorrect particularly in relation to eligibility and the
application process. AnecdotalIy, there is also concern that some health professionals may
make judgment on perceptions of income before referral to the scheme is made.

One survey respondent was not aware of PATS for more than a year and although his was
one of the more extreme instances, our survey indicated that 30% of respondents were not
aware of PATS before their first trip to Perth for treatment. Of those who were unaware,
55% became aware in a few weeks, 17% in a few months, and justfewerthan 28% were
not aware of PATS for more than six months. Many cancer treatments are offered on a
monthly cycle, which range in length however, six months of ongoing treatment is common.

Page 6 of 11
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Forthese respondents, the impact of not being aware will potentially have had a significant
financial impact.

" I went to PATS office in Albany. First time Ithought this is too hard but I
persisted. Thankful!y the person at PATS office has since gone and now I
couldn't speak highly enough of the people and the system. On a couple of
occasions Ihave forgotten to getthe blue form signed and they have faxed it
to my specialist andreturned with greatsuccess. Welldone" - Cancer Patient
Albany

'iAfter first few forms Ithoughtl had an idea on how to proceed but: - when
trying to book a flight, being told to ring someone else fin PATS) because "it
wasn't heriob"! - recentreimbursementform lodged in Jan 2074 and rang in
Aprilto be told that Ineededa specialist form signed(when were they going to
telline this?) and that they hadn't received a specialist form since Sept '73!I
know and have witnesses to say otherwise but what can Ido?! Do Ineed this
aggravation? Cancer Care Nurse has been wonderful!" Cancer Patient Point
Samson

"Our GPgave us a form to get originalspecialistto fillout which we did when
consulting & biopsy carried out but travel & aceomm. refused as we hadn't
contacted PATS first. Not enough understanding ofsc eme" Cancer Carer
Boyu Brook

"... but find city GPS & specialists are sometimes unsure what to write or fill
out on forms particularly in regards to accommodation. As ISOmetimes don't
get to see them priorto them filling outform they are unaware that we require
accommodation when we need to be in Perth early a. in. for appointments.
More training needs to be given to city doctors/nurses" - Cancer Carer Boyup
Brook

"to be honest, the cancer care nurses have dealt with almost all of my
applications due to my ongoing health/surgical needs - confusion an
frustration with dealing with PATSPilbara"- ancerPatientPo, ntSamson

Recommendation

Continued review to improve the efficiency, effectiveness and ease of use of the application
and reviewprocesses

Current PATS Policy states that a range of exceptional circumstances can be deliberated
by the Regional Director to "make decisions on exceptional rulings for cases outside the
PATS Policy but which meet the intent of the scheme" (Patient Assisted Travel Scheme

d) Exceptional Circumstances
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Policy 2009, PIO). Our survey directly asked ifthere were any exceptional circumstances to
their PATS applications.

"I was told Ihad cancer on a Friday afternoon and had to be in Perth 1st thing
Monday morning and was told by GP to get PATS to book flight. Had to book
and pay by myself and find accommodation whilst here because PATS "was
closed"-no other information was forthcoming untillhadbeen in Perth nearly
a week and finally met cancer care nurses who put me on the "PATS track"
and explained what was available to me. As someone whose "normal"life had
just collapsed around them, this info was like a little reprieve"- Cancer Patient
Point Samson

"We came air ambulance from overseas to hospital and they could not get
around that my GP had not organised and my husband required
accommodation immediately" ancer at, entCowa, amup

"Yes there have been several but usually we don't bother to claim as too ard.
My husband has been flown from Bunbury to Perth on several occasions & I
have had to follow. Use private accommodation out of t e city usually at
Gingin orLancelin as other accommodation not available at Crawford"- Cancer
PatientBoyu Brook

In our experience, patients rarely take it upon themselves to take a dispute to the Regional
Director, due to being unwell, fatigued and with the belief that it will not make a difference.
Additionally, there may be fearthatthey will be "black marked" and unable to receive future
assistance. Current documentation available to patients does not give any detail on the
appeals process or easily invite them to do so. Curt behaviour by some PATS clerks may
give an impression that there are no further avenues to explore once an application has
been rejected.

Recommendation

Development of more detailed clientinformation on the appeals andexceptional
circumstances process available

e) OverallPercept, ons of the PA SSen/iceand he inportan
role of the PATS clerk

As part of our survey we asked our guests abouttheir overallimpression of how the PATS
worked for them. ReassuringIy, a little of half of responders were happy with their
experience (54%) where the system worked well, was easy to use and was patientfriendly.
However a further 40% found difficulties the first time they used the system which got
easier overtime though unfortunately 12 % of respondents found it either too confusing or
too hard and gave up.
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"Have been using for many years' Has got a lot better over the years' Very
important you have people w o are considerate as nothing worse than when
you are feeling unwell to come across someone who w, th no compassion"

ancerPat, ent

"You learn asyou go along"- ancerPatient

"When Iwas first diagnosed, Iwasn't aware of PATS so forthe first72 months
Ifunded all my expenses myself. It was only when ISPoke to someone while
having a blood testl was made aware of such a scheme" Cancer Patient
Albany

ReassuringIy many cancer patients have had a positive experience applying for and
receiving the PATS subsidy and many more, once in the system have gone on to have
positive experiences when supported to do so. However, forthose whose experience has
been less than positive, those using the system forthe firsttime, those with limited personal
support or guidance:the impact of a first negative experience can have both emotional and
financial impacts that can cause ongoing distress. A positive, supported process that is
patient centred should be what all patients' experience, every time.

Many difficulties reported by patients and their carers are attributed to limited
understanding by the PATS clerk of the patient's diagnosis, the emotional impact of that
diagnosis and in some instances a strong perception of lack of care and compassion to the
individual at a time when it is needed most. It should also be noted that Cancer Council

WA regularly experiences the need to seek reassessment or Regional Director ruling on
behalf of the patient where there has been misinterpretation or contradiction of the PATS
Policy and guidelines by a PATS clerks.

During the week of our survey one such instance occurred that caused extreme and
unnecessary distress:

Mrs and Mrs T had stayed at Milroy Lodge a number of times in the lasttwo years
whilst Mr T underwenttreatment for bowel cancer. At his most recent review it was

found that his cancer had advanced and that curative treatment was no longer a
possibility and he was to transition to Palliative Care. The PATS office was notified
of the change in his status by the treating team as Mr T was unwell and was
admitted to hospital. Soon after, Mrs T was advised by a message left on her mobile
phone from the PATS office that, as her husband was palliative, she was no longer
eligible for PATS support as a carer and the purchase order for accommodation was
cancelled. Mrs T was enormously distressed by this message and upon her seeking
clarification, they advised she could sleep in the recliner chair in her husband's room
at the hospital and that she would have to leave Milroy Lodge. Mr T was rapidly
deteriorating; Mrs T had no family support in Perth and had no financial means to
cover her stay. Cancer Council WA enacted our exceptional circumstances support
and guaranteed Mrs T accommodation for as long as was required.

The Patient Assisted Travel Scheme Policy, 2009 page 7, defines cancer treatment as
"medical specialist treatment which involves one or a combination of the following; surgery,
radiotherapy, chemotherapy, jinmunotherapy and/ or palliative intervention". Additionally,
accommodation assistance is available to escorts during the cancer patient's
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hospitalisation (Patient Assisted Travel Scheme Policy 2009, page 3). The situation outlined
above is one example where unfortunately there has been misinterpretation of the policy,
no understanding of, or compassion for, the extenuating circumstances, and poor
communication. Mr T died a few days later, and through ongoing advocacy by our staff and
the WA Cancer and Palliative Care Network Cancer Nurse Coordinator, the PATS office

reversed their decision.

Our staff and our guests report having "difficult" PATS Clerks, those they would avoid due
to potential confrontation by either delay submitting forms untilthe said clerk was on leave
or not applying at all.

'!At one stage we gave up on using PATS due to the unfriendly & unhelpful
nature of the staff. Fortunately we were encouraged to try again and the staff
have been more pleasant and helpful. lassume the particular staffmember no
longer works there. We were not the only family experiencing difficulty with
this staff member. Iflrang up and he answered I would hang up rather than
experience the stressofconfrontation" Cancer Carer Albany

"We don't bother claiming trips to our regional centre although we are eligible,
we only claim for trips to the city now as it's not worth the hassle" - Cancer
CarerBoyu Brook

"When I queried why my accommodation was not covered as carer, I was
rudely informed that as my husband was only having an MRI(prior to
treatmentI that he did not require a carer (this was one particular staff
member;I. When Jinformed him that it was for cancer treatment, he said "well,
how do we know that!"Itold him we wouldn't be staying at Crewford Lodge
otherwise & itshouldbe on record!"- Cancer Carer Boyu Brook

Recommendations

Systematic training and education is required to ensure PATS clerks have basic
knowledge of the cancerjourney, distress awareness andgood communication skills.
As a minimum irisrecommended that comprehensive interpersonal communication
skills training should be mandatory.

Staffselectionprocesses should include robustinterrogation of personal attributes
that Ihclude values of empathyand compassion anda will^^gness to enhance the
patientexperience
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In summary

The information in this submission has been provided in good faith by people
currently using the PATS system who want to help ensure improvement to the
system into the future. It is clear that in our small sample, a range of experiences
have occurred, from those who report the service to be outstanding and those
whose experience was so poor and confrontational that choosing not to receive
PATS assistance was the preferred option.

Many rated the scheme as in need of improvement and that early intervention by
health professionals and understanding PATS clerks, made allthe difference in their
experience.

A high number of the current system problems identified in our survey are based on
poor communication, misinterpretation of the guidelines, challenging documentation
and lack of training for PATS clerks and relevant health professionals.

Cancer Council WA thank the inquiry for the opportunity to present our
recommendations and strongly supports further initiatives that focus on improved
service to country cancer patients and their carers.

We take this opportunity to acknowledge our guests and staff who have
participated in surveys and provided the information to make this report possible.

Sandy MCKiernan

Cancer Information and Support Services Director

Cancer Council Western Australia
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UNDERSTANDING THE PATIENTASSISTED TRAVEL SCHEME

Dear Friends,

The WA State Government is currently undertaking an inquiry into the Patients Assisted Travel Scheme (PATS). In
an effort to provide an informed report to the inquiry, we are seeking to better understand your experiences and your
understanding of the scheme.

We would be grateful if you would please complete the following questionnaire and return it to the reply box at the
front desk by Friday, 11th April 2014.

Please note that allinformation gathered will remain anonymous and we will ensure that your privacy is maintained.
This information will riot be shared with any third party and will be used exclusively to give detailed examples in our
report on the PATS.

Thank you !

,. What are your overallimpressions on howlhe PatientAssisted Travelscheme
works?

it works well, is easy to use and very patient friendly

It needs some work and is difficult the first time you apply but then it's OK

It is too confusing and I was unsure of whatl needed to do

I gave up. It was too hard

Other*

* please Specify

It

,-..-



2. EUGIBILITYFORPATS

Are you aware of the eligibility criteria forthe scheme?
Yes *

No

* If Yes. please give details below

3. Did you have problems qualifying for PATS assistance?

Yes *

No

* If Yes, please give details below

4. ACCOMMODATIONSUPPORT

Is this your first stay at Cancer CouncilWA Crewrord Lodge or Milroy Lodge?
Yes

No

5. How manytimes have you needed to staywith Cancer CouncilWA in the last ,2
months?

I . 5

6 .10

more than, O

6. Do you normally stay:

on your own

with your partner/spouse/friend/carer

A

\.,

IE4:

.;

I~



*

7. TRAVELASSISTA"CE

Do you claim PATS for your travelto and from Perth?

Yes

No

8.1fYes (to Q". 7), was your claim for:

Road travel

Air travel

9. Do you receive payment support:

Before leaving to travel to Perth

On return home and on completion of allforms

,0. Usually the PATS application process begins at home. Please tellus a little about

your experiences in applying for PATS in your home town. The FIRSTTIME you needed
to come to Perth formedicalcare, did you apply for PATS?

Yes

O "-

,,. "Yes (to Qu. ,0), how did you find out about PATS?

.^^
Nurse

Other cancer patients

Website

I^ PATS clerk
Other

,2.1f "0 (to Q"., 0), how long was it untilyou were aware of the PATS assistance?

A fewweeks

A few months

More than 6 months



,3. Did your GP/"urse/PATS clerksupportthe need for your application and provide
assistance?

Yes

No

If No. please explain the circumstances

,4. Once you were aware of FATS, did you getenough information on whatto do with
your form when you attended your appointments?

Yes

No *

* If No. please explain what would have been helpful to know?

,5. Howdid you find your meetings with the FATS clerks?

Helpful

..^
Less that helpful

Did not see a PATS clerk

.

,

,L

*
V

I ,~

;*;;

,L

;;?:



,

,6. Overall, howwo"Id you rate the application process the FIRST TIME you applied -
on a I - 5 rating?

I = poor

2 = needs improvement

3 = adequate

4 = good

5 = outstanding

COMMENTS - Please tell us ifthere were any problems you encountered during the PATS application, either at first or ongoing?

,7. Since the firsttime you applied for FATS, howwo"Id you rate the application
process thereafter- on a , - 5 rating?

I = poor

2 = needs improvement

3 = adequate

4 = good

5 = outstanding

18. RETURNING HOME

Claiming PATS fortraveloraccommodation (outside of Cancer CouncilWA Lodges)
usually requires reimbursement on return home after your appointments/treatments.

Were you aware of the process to claim your PATS?
Yes

No

1:14;

17



,9.1fYes (to Qu. ,a), please rate your experience:

It was easy to understand and complete

it was a bit confusing butthe *PATS clerk/nurse/other (*please circle relevant person) guided me through the process

It was very confusing and I had no support with the documents

" was too hard and I never claimed

If No (to Out 8), please explain if and how you went about getting your reimbursement

20. OUTOFPOCKETEXPE"SES

Do you believe your PATS assistance covers allofyourtraveland accommodation
costs to come to Perth fortreatment each time?

Yes

No

2, . The PATS accommodation funding rate is currently $60 per"ightwith an additional
$, 5 for a carer and the travelfu"ding rate is ,6c per km. Do you believe these current

levels offunding are enough to support your traveland accommodation to and from
Perth forea"certreatment?

Yes

O "-
If No. what amount do you believe would be more realistic?

A

;;;;

11
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22. EXCEPTIONALCIRCUMSTA"CES

Were there any exceptional circumstances in relation to your PATS application (e. g.
emergency admission priorto application, riotliving more than ,00km from treatment
centre, etc)?

Ifso, please give details on the situation and how it was managed by the PATS office
staff:

23. OTHERl"FORMATION

Is there anything else that would be useful for us to knowabo"tyour PATS
experience?

24. PERMISSIONS

Do you giveyourpermission for us to quote from your comments and responses
ensuring that we do riot provide any identifying information?

Yes

No

I;..

.-
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I give my consent to Cancer Council WA to use my comments and information in this survey in the Patient Assisted Travel Scheme Inquiry

Name

Signed

Hometown

PRIVACY STATEMENT

You have received this communication as you have used our programs or services in the past. We collect and store your personal information
in order to provide you with a service or refer you to one of our programs

Your information may be shared with trusted third parties and our service providers, either in Australia or overseas. Full details of our Privacy
Policy can be found at http://WWWCancerwa. asn. au/notices/privacy

If you would like to change how we communicate with you or would no longer like to receive communication about our services, please
contact I3 11 20

25. Manual Guest ID entry

,
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June 5, 2012

SIIsanRooney, CEO
Cancer CouncilWA

West Perch WA6005

DearMs. Rooneyj

lainwritingto express my deep appreciation to the Cancer ounc'
the staffofCrawford Lodge forthe comfortable stay they ave provi e.
with during my six weeks of radiation therapy after being 'agriose wi
breast cancer.

Twould especially like to thank Mr. Ron ten Hoor, the ACcorxnno a 'on
Support Services Manager, forthe promptattention an o qw-up
consistently gave to allofmy concerns and questions, an 's genu'
concern for my health and well-being. When a person is goingt !ouq:. a inOS
difficulttime in his or her life, it is people like Ron who keep t eir spin up
and make their daybrighter, and lainvery sure that ot ergues
staying at CTawford Lodge and have had the opportunity to come in o con at
with Ron feelttie same way that Ido.

lain also grateful to Brenda at the reception deskwho was. a ways c e ,
friendly, and extremely helpful with her suggestions and da' y gut ance in
living at the lodge and getting around Perth formedicalappointinen .an
shopping. Also, Iwould like Brenda from accounting, w o .en pore a
the kindsupportthatlneededduringaroughemotiona sitiia 'on w g
during my stay, to know how much lappreciatedher kin ess.
Ithinkthatthe moniingandafternoonteas are verynice, an qpg a y
will confuitie intrie future. It is a great comfortto be able to SOCia 'ze an ge
other cancer patients'perspectives on tilesituation. ,an avea, c y
several new friends during these teas! We have pledged to eep in onc wi
each other.

Onceagain, abig "thankyou" to arithe Cancer Councils ou ave ina e
my passage through this difficulttime so much easier.

ToodyayjWA6566

Sincerely
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June 2, 2012

Mr Rollten HOOT

Manager
Crawford Lodge

RES Appeal for Waiver orcrawford Lodge fees inc0,1stderatio, ,. of
financial circumstances

DearMrten HOOT;

I attach a copy of my original letter of April 22 to the WheatlJelt PATS Office
in which I appealed to them for payment of fullCrawford Lodge fees during
my radiation treatment of April23 to June 6.

Iheartily thankyou for your kind waiver of twenty dollars from the daily room
fee. This has lightened my load considerably.

Iwould be grateful ifCrawford Lodge would consider waiving the reinaiiting
amountoftwen^, dollars per day given the factthat PATS has notresponded
to my appeal for assistance and $880.00 would prove to be a huge burden for
me mmy presentfiriancialcircumstances.

Sincerely

Crawford Lodge
Nedla, Ids
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IennyLee
Operations Manager

Northern, WA 6401

RE:APPEALFORASSISTANCEWTTHCRAWFORDLODGE FEES OF
CANCERPATIENTEXPERIENCING FINANCIALCRISIS

DearJenny,

I am a WestToodyay residentliving at 274 Wincerson Road offJulirnar
Road. In January Iwas dragnosed with breast cancer, and on February
3 the malignantt!Imor was removed by lumpectomy. The surgeon,
Di^Ia Hastrich, infonned me that it would be necessary to undergo
radiation therapy to ensure that the cancer does not reoccur, and so I
must go to Sir Charles Galrdner Hospital imperttiforttie treatment,
which involves being there from April 23 to June 6.

The problem is that lain not a licensed driver, and my husband Philip,
who is licensed, calmotdrive the distance back and forth ftomWest
Toodyay to this hospital every day - a round trip of3 hours- because
he has a painful back and shoulder condition that is worsened by
driving long distances such as this. He has been seeing a
physiotherapist in Northam for his condition.

Thus, it is necessary that 1stay at CTawford Lodge forthe 6 weeks of
radiation treatrnent so that I can be near the hospital. With the help of
the breast nurse at Sir Charles, Ihave secured a booking forthe
room. However, I, being unemployed at present, and Philip without
consistentfuU-time work, find ourselves in a very stress^11fi. nancial
situation that, given any added expense, will threaten our ability to
pay o11r mortgage.

Ihave not been able to find work forthe pasttwo years, and Philip
has notyetbeen assigned a penmanentteachingjob with the
Department of Education. We relyon smallamounts of income he
receives from reliefteaching at Northarn High School. He teaches

Toodyay, WA6566
April 22, 201.2
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but they only callliim for aboutthere on the days when they callhtrn,
2daysperweek. didto
Itisjust " f th r. WebavenOaSSetsthatwe
cantise to alleviate the sitLiation. Thus, we are getting ino
into debtasttiewee}CSgoby, constantly worrying ou y,
and now we have the additional stress of my breast cancer.

Iam writing to you in the hope that you will consider e un a
circumstances that lain in, and grant me help with .e ra
Lodgeee': fir theCentralPostOtficeinPertli.because Inve 98 kilometres from the Central Post O Ice in
This meansthatlmustpay Crawford Lodge $1,600 for my sixwee
stay there, which I cannot afford.

Ifthe situation were riotso desperate Iwould not em g
" ' tiltthePatientAssistedTravelSchememustseta

definite cut-offpoint on the number of kilometres peop e ive rom
Perth for full assistance, and that number
ispreseny hrdshjjn^Ichvidvatcasesshoujd
be seriously considered for an exception ruling.

Ifyolineedanyfiier onna , phil'Ifyolinee y 9 rb OSttomyToodyayaddress(via philip)
or CIO Crawford Lodge. Ithankyouvery much for you ti. in
attention to my case, and look forwardtoyourrepy.

Sincerely,

.


